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Abstract: We present theoretical investigations on designing a simple double nano-slit superlens
for dramatically improving imaging quality for advanced plasmonic photolithography through
introducing graphene as a plasmonic integrator. It is proposed that more than 235 times
enhancement of localized electric field can be assured as the graphene layer is embedded in
the designed superlens. It is observed that by introducing graphene for superlensing, dominant
enhancement of electric field amplitudes of interference imaging profiles can be observed at
a properly designed photoresist with optimal thickness. We further show by systematically
examining design parameters for the graphene-based superlens, clarifying the overall geometric
and material parameter influences on the plasmonic imaging pattern characteristics. The results
are attributed to the unique role of graphene participating in strong hybrid plasmonic cavity
coupling modes for supporting localized electric fields of the nanoslit superlensing. This
study shows proper designing of graphene-based optical superlens can potentially realize high-
quality, low-cost and simple-realized nano-imaging for advanced plasmonic photolithography
applications.

© 2020 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

Plasmonic superlens have attracted great attentions due to their ability to achieve patterns feature
beyond the classical optical diffraction limit [1–5], which was accomplished by exploiting the
plasmons confined to interface between dielectrics and metal materials. The superlens have
found a variety of applications in the fields of nano-photolithography, ultra-resolution imaging,
quantum well nano-technologies [6–10]. Physically, it is known that a nanoscale asperity supports
localized surface plasmons for forming intensified near-field in plasmon antenna [11,12]. The
tip-based superlens like nano-sphere or nano-bowtie antenna can well overcome the intrinsic
bottle-neck of optical diffractive limit. Unfortunately, the low through-put capability can be
usually encountered for the antenna-based surperlens due to point-to-point working fashion,
which is far away from satisfying the expectation of high efficiency imaging replica. Instead,
the superlens consist of nanoslit arrays milled on noble metals film can support interfering
plasmonics, exhibiting huge potential for large-area fabrication of periodic nano-patterns. The
plasmonic interference photolithography can well overcome the optical diffractive limit through
designing cavity structured superlens, which bears intrinsic advantage of high efficiency and
low cost over the conventional photolithography [13–15]. However, the plasmonic superlens for
cavity interference photolithography system is frequently designed with more complex multi-layer
noble film structures, usually leading the high-cost and imaging fidelity deviation due to the
superlens structure errors from the designed one caused by manufacturing complexity. Especially,
as for the large-scale interference photolithography, the plasmonic loss would be inevitable due
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to affluent electrons existing in layered metals [16,17], deteriorating the interference imaging
profile contrast. Recently, graphene, a two-dimensional honeycomb lattice of carbon atoms
has found great interest in exploring abundant plasmonics due to the cone-structured energy
band and low loss electron system [18,19]. It is proposed that the plasmon interaction in mixed
graphene-noble nanostructures can potentially give rise to electric field enhancement at tips
or in between gap of designed superlens. As for noble-graphene cavity-structured superlens,
much effort is being implemented to work out possible solutions using graphene to enhancing
designs of simple-structured and low-cost superlens. It is highly expected that the plasmon
interference imaging can be sharply amplified via initializing graphene components for improving
photo-lithography pattern quality. As a result, capturing detailed components of graphene in
coordination with noble structures to reconstruct a faithful replica of patterns on photoresist is
crucial for designing superlens with lower plasmonic loss, and simultaneously high imaging
replica ability. However, a comprehensive analysis on the imaging amplification characteristics for
graphene based plasmonic superlens are not systematically so far, which is extremely important
for exploring high through-put and low-cost plasmonic photolithography, enables potential
developing of advanced plasmonic photolithography with high-fidelity ability.
In this paper, we theoretically investigated the electric field amplitude amplifications for

plasmonic interference imaging for designed graphene based simple double nanoslits superlens.
The graphene is considered as the plasmonic-sensitive medium to support the low-loss surface
plasmon for the designed simple-realized sandwich structure superlens. A significant electric
field enhancement of the interference image is observed from the designed superlens. Further
investigations on the imaging electric field profile sensitive to the slit width, and the photoresist
padding layer medium are fully carried out and optimized in details. This study enables
optimal designing of graphene-based optical superlens for potentially realization of low-cost
and simple-realized plasmonic nano-imaging with high-fidelity for advanced photolithography
applications.

2. Results and discussion

Physically, as laser is incident on the superlens, the electron systems of silver are initially
excited and then get electronically resonant state once the laser wavelength matches to the
surface plasmon frequency determined by the specific designed double nanoslit-sandwich cavity
geometry. Figure 1 shows the schematic of the simply designed superlens consisting of double
nanoslit milled on silver film surface, in which the graphene and photoresist layers are sandwiched
in the silver film slabs. Here, the noble nanoslits superlens are illuminated by incident laser in y
direction. The applied laser is linearly polarized at x direction. The surface plasmons assisted by
double nanoslits radiate coherently and form non-zeroth order diffractions that propagates and
recorded in the photoresist (PR) layer of Ag-PR-Ag cavity of superlens. The superlens double
slits have a distance as 100 nm, which is designed to satisfy the resonance laser wavelength in the
current simulations. The plasmonic cavity interference within the sandwich structure of superlens
plays a key role in forming periodical electric field for imaging in photoresist padding layer. The
silver film slab thickness is taken as 40 nm, and the metal nanoslits width is considered as variable
factor for well understanding the superlens imaging properties in these simulations. Numerically,
we build a geometry of the graphene-based sandwich structured superlens, surrounded by ambient
air medium. The simulations are based on Finite Element Method (FEM). A 2-D Helmholtz
equation is built on the meshed geometry for describing the surface plasmon interaction processes.
The Helmholtz equation is discretized at every meshes points to form a large sparse matrix.
The perfect matching layers (PML) are set outside of geometrical superlens. The sandwich
structured superlens, ambient air and PML zone are all divided into many small meshes. The
scattering and transmitted light from the superlens structures are totally absorbed through the
PML in far field. The boundary conditions at the interface between the padding layers are
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treated as continuous ones. In the current work, the low loss energy plasmonic propagation
can be assured as the large-area imaging factor in this simulations. Due to the large difference
between the surface and depth dimensions, it is difficult to numerically carry out the large-scale
superlens imaging simulation directly. As an alternative, we have properly applied the single
cell simulation instead of large area photolithography results by numerically using the periodic
boundary condition. Here, 100 periodic cells are applied and each cell boxes are with 1.5 µm
length. Unlike the plasmonic wavegude, in which the plasmonic mode works at multi-wavelength
multiplexing mode. However, for plasmonic photolithography, the single wavelength working
fashion is usually required for matching the wavelength-sensitive photoresist. We will focus on
investigations of the electric field amplification and spectrum behaviour of the plasmonic hybrid
mode. We obtain the numerical solutions of the Helmholtz equation via solving the built sparse
matrix using FEM. The superlens can be technically fabricated via layer-by-layer procedures and
electron beam lithography. The photoresist layer on the silver slab substrate can be prepared by
the spinning film method, and the mono-layer graphene would be coated on the photoresist layer
via Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) method.

Fig. 1. Schematic of the graphene based simple double slits superlens. The slits are milled
on the surface silver film, the graphene and photoresist layers are sandwiched in the silver
slabs.

In this work, the graphene layer is introduced as a 0.335nm thickness dispersive medium by
using the optical conductivity formula that is derived within the random-phase approximation
(PRA) in the local limit [20,21]:
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In the equation set, T is the temperature taken as 300K at room temperature, kB is the Boltzmann
constant and EF is the Fermi energy of excited graphene. The scattering lifetime of electrons in
excited graphene is given by

τg =
µEF

evF2 (3)

Where the impurity-limited dc conductivity µ ≈ 10000 cm2/(V · s) and the graphene Fermi
velocity vF = 106 m/s [22,23]. As for the tunability of this excited graphene based superlens
structure, changes of the Fermi energy would lead to a simultaneous change in the interband
threshold and the interband transition owing to the unique linear dispersion relation of graphene
[24]. However, as the Fermi energy is increased, some of the interband transitions are blocked
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and hence leads to a narrower resonance. As a result, Fermi energy modification leads to tunable
surface optical conductivity, which includes the contributions from intraband transitions and
interband transitions of excited graphene.

The excitation spectrum of normalized electric field (e-field) enhancement collected from one
slit of the designed graphene-based superlens is shown in Fig. 2. The simulations are performed
at wavelengths of visible spectrum from 560 nm to 660 nm. It should be noticed that the intrinsic
graphene with Fermi energy 0.1 eV is taken here. It clearly shows that more than 235 times
enhancement of the nomalized electric field can be observed in the designed superlens with
spectral peak centered at 608 nm. It physically originates from the hybrid plasmon excitation of
the graphene based slits-cavity structure, in which the graphene-silver hybridization resonance
dominantly attributes to the enhanced electric field of the slits superlens. The graphene Fermi
energy tuning of electric field amplitude is shown in inset of Fig. 2. We can see that the electric
field amplitude amplification factor defined as |E/E0| can be further enhanced via increasing
graphene Femi energy from -1.5 eV to 1.5 eV in theory. However, it can be experimentally realized
by applying electrostatic gate doping depending on the voltage threshold [25]. We believe more
powerful tunabilty for practical plasmonic enhancement application can be expected by applying
few layer graphene(FLG) at higher DC biased voltage. Consequently, the strong enhancement
of electric field in the superlens can be expected via optimizing the elements of graphene for
the nanoslits superlens. The results can guide for designing the low-cost and simple-realized
superlens, projecting the interference image of the large electric field intensity.

Fig. 2. The excitation spectrum of normalized electric field enhancement collected from
one slit of the designed graphene-based sandwich superlens. The slit width is set as 10nm
and the index of refractive of photoresist is 1.59. The silver film slab with thickness of 40
nm.

The electric field amplification properties for plasmonic interference imaging recorded in
photoresist, including the amplitude amplification factor (a) and the electric field profile(b) with
respect to slit width of the designed superlens in cases with and without graphene layer are
shown in Fig. 3. Here, the enhanced electric field profile is defined as E/E0, where E denotes
the localized electric field, E0 means the incident electric field of laser, treated as unit 1 here.
The index of reflective for photoresist is set as 1.59. We can see from Fig. 3(a) that the electric
field amplitude amplification factor can be significantly increased in case with graphene layer
especially as the slit width is reduced to 10 nm. It indicates the amplification factor can be
further enhanced as a narrower slot is selected in designing the superlens. A more than 4 times
enhancement of the electric field amplitude is observed for graphene-based surplens with 10 nm
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slit compared to that without graphene layer. When the slit width increases to be larger than
40 nm, the amplification factor can be continuously impaired until it nearly approaches zero in
both cases with and without graphene. In fact, the plasmonic cavity interference assisted by the
two slits plays a key role in forming the periodically spatial modulation of electric field. One
of the segmented hybrid plasmonic mode as the periodic electric field distribution is shown in
inset of Fig. 3(a). For comparison, the enhanced electric field profiles for the superlens with
the typical slit widths of 10 nm and 30 nm are calculated as shown in Fig. 3(b). For 10 nm
slit width simulation, the graphene layer is used for the superlens. It can be clearly observed
that the contrast of electric field profile in photoresist is significantly improved for 10 nm slit
compared to 30 nm slit without graphene. More interestingly, the electric field profile peak
recorded in photoresist layer for graphene based superlens shifts steadily towards two sides in x
direction compared that without graphene. This originates from the modified surface plasmon
waves assisted by the graphene plasmon, in which the accumulated charges support for short
wave surface plasmon in regions near the graphene boundaries. The results are basically useful
for understanding the interference image distribution of electric field for advanced plasmonic
photolithography applications by designing the graphene based superlens.

Fig. 3. The enhanced electric field properties for plasmonic interference imaging recorded
in photoresist with respect to slit width of superlens in cases with and without graphene
layer. The gold or silver slab layers are selected at the thickness of 40nm.

For advancing plasmonic photolithography imaging of the graphene-based superlens, careful
selection of proper photoresist layer can be very important for improving imaging replica ability.
Using the amplification effect of superlens on evanescent wave, the surface plasmon interference
pattern can be imaged and then is exposed on photoresist, in which the refractive index and
photoresist thickness all play important roles in affecting the photolithography performance of
superlens. Figure 4 shows the simulated amplitude amplification factor for enhanced electric field
of the plasmonic imaging in photoresist (PR) layer as a function of refractive index of photoresist
at the designed wavelength of 608 nm. The PR thickness is taken as 60 nm in the simulation. We
can clearly see that the amplitude amplification factor slightly increases as the refractive index
of photoresist increases from 1.5 to 1.56. However, it exhibits a rapid rise when the refractive
index of photoresist gets to be larger than 1.56. In fact, the plasmonic interference image can
be recorded in photoresist or not, depending on the enhanced electric field profile in general
photoresist medium. We believe the alternative recording layer with higher index of refractive
like TiO2, HfO2 can also potentially function as high-quality plasmonic imaging medium with
low energy loss due to the small extinction coefficient [26,27]. The higher index of refractive
for recording medium of TiO2, HfO2 can be potentially helpful for enhancing the electric-field
amplification factor. However, the pattern transfer process using TiO2 or HfO2 as the meduim is
still an open question and so far compared to well-known photoresist medium. Therefore, some
complex engineering trial is still needed to define the feasibility for using TiO2 or HfO2 instead
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of conventional photoresist for the plasmonic imaging. The spatial electric field distribution
(profile) for different PR refractive index is shown in insert of Fig. 4. It indicates that the highly
enhanced electric field profile for the superlens can be assured as considering the photoresist with
higher refractive index of 1.6. The results can be potentially helpful for designing the superlens
via properly selecting refractive index of photoresist for advancing plasmonic photolithography.

Fig. 4. The simulated electric field amplitude amplification factor for plasmonic imaging in
photoresist (PR) layer as a function of refractive index of photoresist. The gold or silver slab
layers are selected at the thickness of 40nm and the slits width is considered as 10nm.

The enhanced electric field profiles for the designed graphene based superlens with respect
to different thicknesses of photoresist is shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen that the electric field
profile enhancement clearly appears in photoresist medium for the photoresist thickness of 60 nm
as in Fig. 5(a). On the contrary, 40 nm thickness photoresist results in almost disappearing
of the electric field profile. Here, the index of refractive for photoresist is set as 1.6, the slits
width is considered as 10 nm. In order to well design the superlens for amplified plasmonic
nano-imaging with high-fidelity, we further simulate the electric field amplitude amplification
factor for the plasmonic interference imaging as a function of the photoresist thickness as shown
in Fig. 5(b). It clearly indicates that the amplitude amplification factor thoroughly attenuates as
the photoresist thickness deviates from the optimal one of 60 nm. Also, we find that using the
graphene based superlens can be greatly beneficial for highly enhanced electric field imaging,
but has nothing to do with selecting optimal thickness of photoresist in the current design. The
results can be explained as surface plasmon resonance tuned by surperlens cavity medium, which
is physically satisfied for the 60 nm photoresist in superlensing. However, as the photoresist
thickness slightly deviates from 60 nm, the surface plasmon resonance gets weakened and
even invalid, indicating the importance of selecting the photoresist for advanced plasmonic
photolithography. We believe the active plasmonic tunability can be the futher solution route
for plasmonics imaging performance improvement. The active plasmonics via external thermal,
optical or electric sources can be great promising for the plasmonics imaging applications.
Especially, the temperature-dependent tunability of the optical contrast can be exhibit great
prospect for the active plasmonics applications [28].The photo-lithography imaging quality
improvement can be highly expected via actively manipulating the new elements of PCMs in
near future.

The enhanced electric field profiles in photoresist layer for the designed superlens with respect
to different slab layers of gold and silver is shown in Fig. 6. Here, the gold or silver slab layers
are selected at the thickness of 40 nm and the slits width is considered as 10 nm. We can see
from (a) that the electric field profile is significantly enhanced for the silver film slab compared
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Fig. 5. The enhanced electric field profiles for the designed graphene based superlens with
respect to thickness of photoresist. The gold or silver slab layers are selected at the thickness
of 40nm.

to the gold one at working wavelength 608 nm. As the silver film slab is utilized, the electric
field profile contrast of interference image is very poor. In this case, the superlens can not well
function for imaging in the photoresist layer. In order to understand the unique role of silver slab
layer, we carry out the comparable simulations on the enhanced electric field profile in cases
with and without silver slab layer as seen in Fig. 6(b). It is obviously seen that as the silver slab
is included in the superlens, the strong electric field profile for forming the clear interference
imaging can be definitely recorded in the photoresist layer. Once the silver slab is removed, the
characteristic electric field interference profile disappears. It originates from the Fabry-Perot
like cavity geometry, in which the Ag-Graphene-Ag hybridization plasmon can be qualified for
generating strong plasmon resonance, supporting the strong enhanced electric field. The low
loss cavity design can be greatly helpful for reducing the total damping rate as Ag is placed very
close to graphene. As a result, the visible hybrid mode is observed from the Ag-Graphene-Ag
cavity system due to enhanced interband transition for the low loss graphene-based cavity
geometry. The results are helpful for optimizing the superlens padding layer structures for
forming the high-contrast patterns for high-quality superlens plasmonic imaging for advanced
photolithography related applications.

Fig. 6. The enhanced electric field profiles in photoresist for the designed superlens with
gold and silver slab, respectively (a), and taking into account silver slab and without silver
slab (b). The gold or silver slab layers are selected at the thickness of 40nm.
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3. Conclusions

In summary, we have theoretically investigated graphene participating in improving the interfer-
ence imaging pattern quality via designing graphene based simple double-slits superlens. It is
revealed that more than 235 times electric field enhancement is definitely assured by introducing
graphene in the optical plamonic superlens. It shows the electric field amplitude amplification
factor can be significantly increased in case with graphene layer. More than 4 times enhancement
of electric field amplitude is observed for optimal slit structures of graphene-based surplens
compared to that without graphene layer. It clearly indicates that the amplitude amplification
factor attenuates as the photoresist thickness deviates from optimal one of 60 nm. The results
are attributed to the unique role of graphene participating in hybrid plasmonic cavity modes
modulating of the localized electric field from nanoslits of superlensing. This study shows
that proper designing of graphene-based hybrid superlens can realize gaint enhancement of
interference patterning for high-quality optical imaging of superlens.
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